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In the age of the post-Moore era, the next-generation computing model would be a hybrid architecture
consisting of different physical components, such as photonic chips. In 2008, it was proposed that the
solving of the NAND-tree problem can be sped up by quantum walk. This scheme is groundbreaking due to
the universality of the NAND gate. However, experimental demonstration has not been achieved so far,
mostly due to the challenge in preparing the propagating initial state. Here we propose an alternative
solution by including a structure called a “quantum slide,” where a propagating Gaussian wave packet can
be generated deterministically along a properly engineered chain. In our experimental demonstration, the
optical NAND tree is capable of solving computational problems with a total of four input bits, based on the
femtosecond laser 3D direct-writing technique on a photonic chip. These results remove one main
roadblock to photonic NAND-tree computation, and the construction of a quantum slide may find other
interesting applications in quantum information and quantum optics.
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Quantum walk, the quantum generalization of the
classical random walk, is a natural platform for discovering
exotic quantum phenomena and developing quantum
algorithms [1–8]. Quantum-walk-based schemes have pro-
vided speed-up for various problems of particular interest,
including Boson sampling [9–12], black-box problem [13],
element distinctness [14], binary addition [15], factoring
integers [16], and machine learning [17]. It has also been
shown that quantum walk is powerful enough to perform
universal quantum computation [18,19].

A NAND tree is a binary tree of NAND gates containing a
total of N inputs but only one output, enabling the compu-
tation of arbitrary Boolean function of the form
F∶f0; 1gN → f0; 1g. While there are many classical algo-
rithms for the NAND-tree problem [20,21], this task can be
mapped to the quantum walk to speed up the computation. In
2008, Farhi et al. proposed a continuous quantum-walk-based
protocol for balanced NAND tree for the first time [22].
Inspired by it, several discrete quantum-walk schemes have
been developed [23,24]. The schemes have also been gen-
eralized to the unbalanced NAND formula [25–27], which
can, in principle, represent arbitrary Boolean functions [28].

The original scheme of the NAND tree in Ref. [22] is
based on a continuous quantum walk on a graph. As shown
in Fig. 1, the graph contains a chain of uniformly coupled
sites, called “runway,” the quantum NAND tree whose sites
are connected in the structure as a binary tree, and a set of
input nodes. Suppose the graph is represented by the
adjacent matrix G, the time-independent Hamiltonian of
the entire system is just H ¼ JG, where J is the coupling
constant. The input x is encoded by the on-off coupling of
the input nodes (leaves) and the nodes on the top layer of
the tree. For an incident wave packet with zero energy in
the runway [22], if the computation outcome is FðxÞ ¼ 1,
the wave packet will pass through the quantum NAND tree;
otherwise, the wave packet will be reflected when
FðxÞ ¼ 0. Therefore, by measuring whether the wave
packet has passed through or been reflected, the binary
computation outcome can be obtained.
The original protocol [22] of the quantum NAND tree is

elegant and simple, and there is also proposal of realizing
it on the molecular platform [29] being developed
recently. However, its experimental realization remains
challenging and, to our best knowledge, has not been
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successfully demonstrated yet. The major difficulty lies in
the preparation of the initial state, where a truncated plane
wave with sharp boundaries is required.
In this Letter, we propose an alternative approach by

attaching a quantum slide (QS)—a chain with modulated
adjacent coupling strength—to the runway. Consequently,
a single photon (or even a light pulse) injected into a single
site located at the edge of a QS, can naturally evolve
through the quantum walk as a Gaussian wave packet along
the runway.
We experimentally demonstrate this new approach on a

photonic chip, where the associated graph structure is
fabricated using the femtosecond laser direct-writing
technique [30–33]. Our structure contains multiwave-
guides with the number beyond 60, each of which
corresponds to a node of the quantum walk. Instead of
single photons, a light pulse is employed for preparing the
Gaussian wave packet, which allows us to efficiently
obtain the computational results by single-shot measure-
ments. We first verify that the wave packet can be
generated successfully by the QS, and transferred to the
runway smoothly. Then, for both N ¼ 2 and N ¼ 4 cases,
we measure the distribution of the photon intensity versus
the evolution distance in the waveguide to verify the
NAND-tree logic.
We first show how the Gaussian wave packet can be

used for the NAND-tree logic computation and how QS
can be employed for generating the Gaussian wave
packet. For a runway with a total of Lrw sites labeled
by s, the right-moving Gaussian wave packet is described
by

jψgsi ¼ A
XLrw

s¼1

e−½ðs−μÞ2=4σ2�e−isðπ=2Þjsi; ð1Þ

where μ < Lrw=2 is the center of the wave packet, A is the
normalized coefficient as A ¼ ð1=2πσ2Þ1=4, where σ
presents the standard deviation and is adopted here to
characterize the wave packet width [34]. Note that
the NAND tree is “planted” at the middle site,
smid ¼ ðLrw þ 1Þ=2, of the runway.
Equation (1) can be regarded as the superposition of a set

of plane waves whose eigenenergies are close to zero.
Therefore, its evolution is similar to the ideal plane wave
with zero energy as proposed in [22], and one can also
obtain the computation outcome FðxÞ by measuring
whether the wave packet has passed through the NAND
tree. More specifically, we define Pþ ¼ P

s>smid
jsihsj as

the projection on all the sites at the right of the middle site
and assume σ increases quadratically with N; i.e.,
σ ¼ γ

ffiffiffiffi
N

p
, where γ is a constant. The expectation value

of Pþ after the wave packet passing through or being
reflected by the quantum NAND tree satisfies (see
Supplemental Material for theoretical analysis: quantum
NAND tree [35])

hPþi ¼ FðxÞ þOðγ−1=4Þ: ð2Þ

We also find that, to ensure good performance, Lrw should
be proportional to σ. In particular, we numerically find that
the optimum length is about Lrw ¼ 6σ.
The Gaussian wave packet in Eq. (1) can be easily

generated with a QS. For QS with Lqs sites, the coupling
strength between the rth and (rþ 1)th site of the QS is set
as Jr ¼ J

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
rð2Lqs − 2 − rÞp

=ðLqs − 1Þ, where J is the
coupling strength at the runway. This type of structure
is first introduced for perfect state transfer purpose
[37,38]. Through quantum walk, a single excitation at
site r ¼ 1 can generate a stable Gaussian wave packet with
high fidelity and transfer it to the runway. The width of the
generated Gaussian wave packet is related to the site

FIG. 1. Quantum NAND tree. The schematic of the tree structure with (a) one-layer branch and (b) two-layer branch. The site number
in the last layer determines the number of input bits. The leaves on the last layer determine the input of the tree, if there is a leaf on the last
layer, then the input of this site is one, and otherwise is zero. It is a NAND gate for each site on the layer besides the last layer. The logical
value of the root presents the output result of the tree, which determines the evolution of the wave packet on the runway: the right-
moving wave packet will back if the output result is zero, or go ahead if the output result is one.
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number of QS as shown in Fig. 2(a); more details about
the theoretical analysis can be found in Supplemental
Material for theoretical analysis: quantum slide [35].
As shown in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c), we set Lqs ¼ 20 and

Lrw ¼ 31, respectively, in our experiment. For clarity, we
relabel the sth site of the runway as the (rþ 20)th site.
By coupling the last site in the quantum slide (r ¼ 20) and
the first site of the runway (r ¼ 21) with coupling strength
J, the generated Gaussian wave packet can be transferred to
the runway smoothly. The structure accommodating the
quantum-walk experiment is fabricated in borosilicate
glass, and the coupling strength is experimentally measured
to be J ¼ 0.48 mm−1.
In Fig. 2(d), we show the measured photon distribution at

evolution distance of 15, 30, and 45 mm. The results imply
that the wave packet is successfully generated and
transferred to the runway as expected, and the wave
packet finally becomes stable and has a constant velocity
in the runway. The measured velocity v ¼ 0.925�
0.027 site=mm−1 agrees well with the simulated result of
0.941 site=mm−1 (see more discussion in the Supplemental
Material for properties of the Gaussian wave-packet [35]).
The tree structure of the two-bit input NAND logical

algorithm contains a one-layer branch, as shown in

Fig. 3(a), and the root site can exchange the photon with
middle site of the runway labeled r ¼ 36. The branch sites
bridge the two sites of leaves with the root site, and the leaf
site determines the input as one or zero. We fabricate four
lattices with same parameters but different inputs [0 1],
[0 0], [1 0], and [1 1]. The photons with wavelength of
810 nm are transformed to pure horizontal polarization and
then injected into the r ¼ 1 site by a 30X objective lens.
The output photon distribution is measured using a 10X
objective lens and a CCD camera.
As discussed above, the NAND-tree structure determines

whether the wave packet will pass the site r ¼ 36 con-
necting the NAND tree. To quantify the result, we denote
the sum of distribution probability over sites 21 ≤ r ≤ 35
as SL and the sum of distribution probability over the sites
37 ≤ r ≤ 51 as SR. In theoretical principle, we just need to
simply compare the values of SL and SR to find whether the
wave packet is reflected or transmitted by the tree.
However, the photons will also occupy the sites in the
tree in experiment, which is not presented in the theoretical
analysis (see more discussion in the Supplemental Material
for discussion on the experimental results [35]). We further
set SC as the sum of distribution probability over site in the
NAND tree. According to the theory, the output result of

FIG. 2. Quantum slide. (a) The relationship between the wave packet width σ and the length of quantum slide Lqs. The red dashed line
gives the parameter adopted in experiment. (b) The sketch of quantum slide. Twenty sites are designed for the QS; the wave packet
obtained by the QS process transmits to the runway consisting of 31 sites. The sites in QS are labeled from 1 to 20, while the sites in
runway are labeled from 21 to 51. (c) The distribution of the coupling strengths. (d) Measured output distribution of photons with
different evolution distance in the QS process. The red lines are the theoretical results, the green points present the measured values, and
the black dashed lines are the fitting result of the experimental values.
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the NAND-tree logic value is one if SR > SLC, where
SLC ¼ SL þ SC, otherwise the logic output result is zero.
According to the measured output distributions, we

recognize the intensity of each site and normalize the
distribution with SR þ SLC ¼ 1. Taking the input [0 0] and
[1 1], for example, we show the dynamical SR and SLC in
Fig. 3(b); the SR finally becomes larger than SLC, repre-
senting that the wave packet goes past to the right side of
the runway, and the corresponding result of the quantum
NAND tree is one. It is contrary for the case of input [0 0],
implying the logical result of zero. We define Lout ¼ SR −
SLC as the quantum NAND-tree logical output; the logical
value is zero if Lout < 0, otherwise, it is one. The measured
NAND-tree logical output and detailed values of SR and
SLC of all the cases at evolution distance of 72 mm are
shown in Fig. 3(c). Our experimental results imply that the
fabricated tree structures successfully realize the quantum
NAND algorithm.
For the two-layer tree structure, there is four-bit input

and the site number of the NAND tree varies from 7 to
11. As shown in Fig. 4, there are six types of logical
inputs and we fabricate all of these types in a photonic
chip. Taking the cases of input [0 0 0 0] and [0 1 0 1], the
dynamical results of SR and SLC show the successful
observation of logical output, implying that the evolution
distance of 72 mm is appropriate for evaluating the

logical output of the quantum NAND tree. We measure
the outgoing photon distributions at evolution distance of
72 mm and analyze the result of SR, SLC, and Lout. The
results shown in Fig. 4 imply that the four-bit input
quantum NAND algorithm is well realized and the
visibility of the output result is stable. Different from
the one-layer NAND tree, the two-layer NAND-
tree structure is able to well control the passing or
blocking on the wave packet in the runway in
experiment. The reason behind may be that there are
enough sites to influence the Hamiltonian of the whole
lattice.
In conclusion, we present the first realization of quantum

NAND-tree logic on an integrated photonic chip. We
theoretically propose and experimentally realize a way
of preparing a Gaussian wave packet with a quantum slide.
Based on it, the NAND-tree logic is successfully demon-
strated for the structure with up to N ¼ 4 input. Compared
to the molecular system [29], our platform has great
advantages in integration and scalability. Moreover, the
balanced tree structure in this Letter can be easily gener-
alized to the unbalanced NAND formula, which can be
applied to two-player games problems [28]. Finally, due to
the universality of the NAND gate, it is possible to
generalize the quantum NAND gate to represent arbitrary
Boolean functions.

FIG. 3. Measured result of one-layer NAND tree. (a) The sketch of one-layer NAND-tree structure in experiment. SL is the distribution
amplitude summation of sites 21–35, SR represents the distribution amplitude summation of sites 37–51, SC is the distribution amplitude
summation of sites in NAND-tree structure, and SLC ¼ SL þ SC. (b) The evolution result of SR and SLC. For the case of input [0 0], the
SR goes larger than SLC with the increase of evolution distance, representing that the wave packet goes pass the site connecting the tree,
while the result is contrary for the case of input [1 1]. (c) The measured result of one-layer NAND tree. The logic output is determined by
the Lout, which is obtained from the corresponding distributions of SR and SLC.
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